Aïku Soft chair
Jean Marie Massaud
Ajku Soft chair
Jean Marie Massaud

- 4-legged round-shaped base
- 4-legged tapered base
- 4-legged oak base

- pink chrome base
- black chrome plated base
- nickel chrome base
- gold chrome base

- sled base
- sled base with armrests
- sled base with table
Axy table
Claudio Bellini

Flow Slim Color chair
Jean Marie Massaud
Axy table
Claudio Bellini

L340 W120 H73
with electrified profile
and central raceway
Top in bronze aluminium

L400 W120 H73
Top in black aluminium
Flow slim color

Flow Slim Color chair
Jean Marie Massaud
Flow Slim Color chair
Jean Marie Massaud
L55 cm D54 H76.4 cm seat H44 cm

• 4-legged cross base, lead grey shell
• VN 4-legged brown oak base, mud shell
• VN 4-legged bleached oak base, powder pink shell

• 4-legged cross brown oak base, green shell
• 4-legged oak base, white shell
• with central leg, avio blue shell
Le Banc

Le Banc bench
Xavier Lust

Ombre valet stand
Leonardo Talarico
Le Banc bench
Xavier Lust

gloss painted black coffee
L220 D40 H44
Neil lounge chair
Jean Marie Massaud

Super_Position system
Jean Nouvel Design
Noll lounge chair
Jean Marie Massaud

- High back version
  L78 cm D67 H95,5 cm
  seat H41 cm

- Low back version
  L78 cm D67 H69,5 cm
  seat H41 cm
Ombre clothes rack
Leonardo Talarico

• valet stand
  L44 cm
  H145 cm

• clothes rack
  L41 cm
  H176 cm

• terminal pieces in walnut
• terminal pieces in solid ash
• terminal pieces in solid ash
Simone Bonanni

**Stena chair**

- **four metal legs**
  - L60 D46 H79 cm
  - seat H46 cm

- **four ash legs**
  - L60 D45 H79 cm
  - seat H46 cm

- **rocker**
  - L60 D63 H72 cm
  - seat H40 cm
Super_Position

Super_Position system
Jean Nouvel Design

Yaba X sofa
Jean Marie Massaud
Super_Position system
Jean Nouvel Design

Composition A
L545 H192.2 D40 cm
natural anodised brushed aluminium / matt painted graphite grey
Tense Material Marble

Tense Material Intarsia table
Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga

Siena chair
Simone Bonanni
Tense Materia
Intarsia table
Piergiorgio & Michele Cazzaniga

L300 W100 H73
black ebony marble,
intarsia marble Carrara white
Yale Bed

Jean Marie Massaud

Heron storage units
Rodolfo Dordoni

Sjena chair
Simone Bonanni
Yale Bed
Jean Marie Massaud

- High headboards
- Bed nominal size
  D180 L200 H103cm
Yale X sofa
Jean Marie Massaud
Heron storage units
Rodolfo Dordoni
Nel lounge chair
Jean Marie Massaud
Yala X sofa
Jean Marie Massaud

- 3S extra sofa deep version high backrest
  L250 D104 H103 cm
  seat H42 D94 cm
Yale X sofa
Jean Marie Massaud
RandomItO hanging bookcase
Neuland Industriedesign
Yale X sofa
Jean Marie Massaud

- 3S extra sofa
  low backrest
  L250 D86 H80 cm
  seat H42 D76 cm

- armchair
  L100 D86 H80 cm
  Seat H42 P76 cm